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A detailed geochemical survey based on soil sampling was carried out in an area of 13 sq.km between the villages 
Ftizerkajata, Fiizerradvany, Vilyvitany and the Slovakian border through a Hungarian-Slovak geological co-operation. From the B 
horizon of soil, a total of 1382 samples were taken on a grid of 200 m x 40 m. Analyses were done by OES, AAS and ICP methods. 
Using the use of anomalous values determined from cumulative frequency curves three areas of considerable anomaly were outlined, 
which represented strong concentrations of silver, arsenic, antimony and mercury, too. The appearance of a primary dispersion zone 
serving as a source of anomalies was governed by tectonics. Their direction deviates characteristically from that of the mean strike of 
the dyke-quartzites of Korom-hegy, and corresponds to the NNW-SSE trending strike of the polymict breccias containing fragments 
of quartzitic, siliceous and limonitic rocks. Element concentrations depend on the depth of erosion. Trial pits confirmed the presence 
of gold-bearing rock near the surface. Neither the quality, nor the areal and vertical extent of the ore body are sufficiently known. 
Further exploration is warranted to determine the economic potential of the mineralisation.

A small-scale geological survey covering the entire 
area o f the Tokaj Range commenced in 1989. During the 
survey, a new area o f anomaly was outlined, outside the 
zone o f well-known medieval workings. The association 
of elements (Au, Ag, As, Sb and Hg) is indicative o f low- 
temperature hydrothermal processes. One o f the prospects 
might be the zone lying between Füzérkajata, 
Füzérradvâny, Vilyvitany and the Slovak border. In the 
meantime, we have been infonned (H orvâth , Ô dor 1990, 
1991) that in the adjacent Slovak territory, starting from 
1980, systematic geophysical, geochemical and geological 
surveys have been conducted by Geologickÿ prieskum — 
Geological Exploration Company —  Spisskâ Nova Ves. 
By means of panning and other methods, the Slovaks have 
found anomalies which seem to be analogous to the pre
cious metal mineralisations and shows observed in the 
Presov Range and elsewhere. As a follow up, a geochem
ical survey by detailed soil sampling was launched in the 
frontier region, through a Hungarian-Slovak co-operation.

Geological make-up; former studies

The mapping in the ’60s and the search for “precious” 
clay deposits have contributed greatly to the knowledge of 
the geological setting (Mátyás 1971, 1978, Ilkeyné 
Perlaki, Pentelényi 1968, Pentelényi 1969, 
Pentelényi, Ilkeyné Perlaki 1968). Exploratory drilling

was done at Korom-hegy, and the deeper bedrock was 
reached in borehole Füzérkajata-2 drilled nearby.

The oldest rocks known in the region are Lower 
Paleozoic gneiss and phyllite, which have surface out
crops in the east (Vilyvitány-Felsőregmec) and are found 
below the Badenian-Sarmatian volcano-sedimentary com
plex in the drilled section Füzérkajata-2. The overlying 
sequence of a few hundred metres is composed of clay, 
tuffite, tuff, andesite and dacite (Mátyás 1971; Ilkeyné 
Perlaki, Pentelényi 1968).

In the Korom-hegy area Upper Sarmatian rhyolite tuff 
and tuffite are found on the surface, which are partly sili- 
cified or clay-mineralized. In the light o f drilling data, the 
volcanic tuff complex shows a threefold division. At the 
bottom there are siliceous, kaolinitic-illitic tuffs, at the top, 
siliceous-kaolinitic rhyolite tuff and quartzite, in a com
bined thickness varying irregularly from 5 to 50 metres. 
Above this division, there is “precious” clay, sandy-peb
bly illite and illitic tuffite; the thickness of the irregularly 
shaped “precious” clay lenses varies from 5 m to 30 m. 
The uppermost strata are composed o f limnoquartzite, 
conglomerate and lacustrine micaceous clay in a thickness 
o f 10-50 metres. The lake quartzite is made largely o f a- 
quartz. Barite, pyrite and jarosite have also been identified 
therein.

In the north, the hill Bába-hegy is built o f rhyodacite. 
The rocks o f the Korom-hegy area are recorded as having 
been altered by alkaline metasomatism and alunitization



(Mátyás 1971, Gyarmati 1981). During the search for 
illite between 1966 and 1969, considerable amounts of 
K20  (max. 13-14%) and of S 0 3 (max. 2.5%) were found 
in “precious” clays. Anomalous values of base metal con
tent were recorded from the borehole Füzérradvány 18 
(Mátyás 1971), where As, Pb, Zn, and Co also show 
enrichment in veinlets of siliceous clay and pyrite.

In limnoquartzites around Füzérradvány, an increase of 
As and Hg contents was reported by I. Vető (1971), who 
made reference to the fact that this association of elements 
is characteristic of epithermal gold deposits. Likewise, an 
enrichment of As, Sb and Pb in limnoquartzites was found 
in the slope debris near the illite mine by S. Szakáll 
(1989).

On the basis o f a parallel study o f samples produced by 
panning or taken from stream sediments, soil and rock 
detritus, geologists taking part in the small-scale geo
chemical survey have declared this sub-area to be an 
exploration target for precious metal mineralisation.

topsoil, samples were taken from a depth of 15 to 30 cen
timetres representing soil horizon B. In the original wet 
state, each individual sample weighed c. 1 kg: The inclu
sion o f macroscopic, recognizable, organic matter was 
avoided, however, sometimes a few small rock fragments 
might have remained in the sample. Sections set up by 
Hungarians and Slovaks meet at the national border. In all, 
1382 samples were collected.

Sample preparation, analytical methods

First the material was dried at 40 °C. Then after grind
ing the material was passed through a 60 pm sieve, and the 
residue was analysed. The semi-quantitative OES method 
was found suitable for determining 22 elements. After 
treating with aqua regia (nitrohydrochloric acid), gold was 
analysed in graphite furnace. The cold-steam method was 
used for the analysis of mercury, and hydride technique for 
that o f arsenic and antimony.

Sampling, sample preparation and data processing

Field sample collection and sample preparation 

In 1990, in agreement with Slovak colleagues, the 
Korom-hegy and Bába-hegy area of 13 sq.km was sam
pled on a grid o f 200 m x 40 m (Fig. 1). After removing

Control test

In an earlier publication relating our investigations in 
the scope o f  the small scale survey we have already dis
cussed the type and degree o f analytical errors (Horváth et 
al. 1992). The conclusions o f the 1992 paper equally apply 
to our present study. O f the elements analysed by OES

Fig. 1. Map of the sampling area
I. Boundary of the area surveyed, 2. Sampling points with section numbers, 3. Area of the generalized anomaly map (see Fig. 8), 4. Illite mine at 

, Fiizerradvany, 5. National border

1. ábra. A mintavételi terület tényanyagtérképe
1. A felvételi terület határa, 2. Mintavételi helyek a szelvények számával, 3. Az öszevont anomáliatérkép (8. ábra) területe, 4. A füzérradványi illit-

bánya, 5. Országhatár



method, non-systematic errors in determining B, Ba, Co, 
Cr, Cu, Ga, Ni, Pb, Sr, V, Y and Zr are all within acceptable 
limits, whereas Mo, Sb, Sn and Zn cannot be evaluated 
because they are so scarce they stay under the detection 
limit. The systematic error is significant, with the exception 
o f B, Pb and V. Analyses o f Ag become uncertain in the 
anomalous range o f concentration (>10 g per t). As for the 
elements analysed by AAS and ICP methods, here both 
systematic and accidental errors are admissible.

Methods o f  data processing

Analytical data were processed by the SPSS PC+ sta
tistical package using IBM compatible PCs. As an estimate 
o f the expected value, we invariably used the median, 
instead of the arithmetic average. Rank correlation meth
ods are considered to be most suitable to analyse correla
tions between component concentrations with irregular dis
tribution (S teiner  1990). The standard program packages 
that are used by the Geological Institute of Hungary, how
ever, calculate the Spearman and Kendall coefficients 
incorrectly (F ugedi 1998, in this volume). This problem 
restricted the uses of multivariate techniques.

Geochemical characteristics

Persistent in the literature is the illogical but empiri
cally supported conception that the main components 
show a normal distribution. Examining the reason for this 
phenomenon, (Sm yslov  et al. 1979), came to the conclu
sion that the error o f the analytical methods is comparable 
to the extent of natural variability, and the distribution is in 
practice controlled by the nature o f the error. Since the 
accidental error of the routine method o f (semi-quantita
tive) optical spectral analysis is multiplicative, compo
nents determined in this way have apparently a lognormal 
distribution. Quantitative analyses give a more genuine 
picture, independent o f the type o f  analytical error. 
Regular (normal, lognormal etc.) distributions can be dealt 
with in the quasi-equilibrium state only.

According to the expectations outlined above, the dis
tributions o f Ba, (Be), Co, Cr, Ga, (Mo), Sr, V and Y are 
nearly lognormal. The irregular frequency curves o f Ni 
and Zr are related to and explained by dissimilar back
ground, whereas the abnormalities of B may be attributed 
to post-volcanic processes.

The adopted sampling method is not suited to the pre
cise separation of the background and the anomalous field. 
Lithologically, the background is very heterogeneous, so 
for example, water transmissivity is very different in 
tuffites and in quartzites. Each sample reflects a specific 
vertical zone. Detrital materials move downwards and get 
significantly mixed. Owing to these factors acting togeth
er, for the majority of elements accumulating during min
eralisation processes we obtain long protracted histograms 
of strongly positive skewness instead of separate frequen
cy peaks (Fig. 2). Fortunately, for some reason, the selec
tion o f  the threshold values for contrasting geochemical
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Fig. 2. Frequency curve of As concentrations plotted from 
the analytical data of all samples

2. ábra. Az As-koncentrációk gyakorisági görbéje az összes 
minta alapján

anomalies does not much spoil or improve the results o f 
the method. Therefore we have adopted a mechanical 
solution, which helps representation on maps, and is 
accepted international practice. The 95-100%  and 
75-90% probability ranges of the cumulative frequency 
curve have been considered strong and weak anomalies, 
respectively (Table 1). An exception has been made for 
silver only; its anomalous concentrations appear in the 
form o f an independent frequency maximum.

Table l  —  1. tá b lá za t

Limit values determined on cumulative frequency curves (g/t) 
A kumulatív gyakorisági görbék alapján megvont 

határértékek (g/t)

Low value Higher value Weak Strong
anomalies

Au <0.003 0.008 0.017 0.029
Ag 0.6 1.0 1.6
Hg <0.18 0.34 0.69 1.08
As <47 107 200- 292
Sb <4 9 24 41

The correctness, or rather, acceptability o f the selec
tion is indicated by the fact that preferential sampling 
points show an interpretable grouping. For each element 
separately, definite anomaly patches became distinct, and 
similarly, when viewing them in conjunction a well-inter
pretable picture took shape.

Consequently, the distinction o f  background and 
anomalous fields is feasible, however, the role o f subjec
tive interpretation cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, the 
proportion o f the samples displaying unequivocally anom
alous concentrations does not exceed 20%, with only the 
exception o f arsenic. As the median is fairly robust even in 
skewed distributions, and it does not involve serious error 
if  we accept the median as an estimate of the background 
concentration, based on all the samples with a reduction 
by 10%. For the expected background value o f As, a fre
quency peak of 10 g/t may be a relatively correct estimate.

Another problem might arise from the fact that rocks 
are poorly exposed here, so samples were taken from



soils instead o f  solid rock. Therefore our data are relat
ed to secondary distribution haloes, and not to primary 
ones. However, from a large number o f studies made in 
the former Soviet Union (by IMGRE Institute) it has 
been concluded that despite certain differences being 
present in the absolute values o f concentration, the ele
ment spectra o f primary and secondary anomalies are 
closely related.

Owing to the mixed types of distributions, the degree 
o f variability can be estimated correctly neither in the case 
o f background fields nor o f the anomalous fields.

The correlation relationships of background-distribu
tional elements are influenced by many factors (lithologi
cal make-up, systematic error o f the analytical method, 
soil-forming processes, the homogeneity o f sampling, 
etc.), so they are not o f ore-geological importance, or their 
significance is merely subordinate. When comparing vari
ables o f other than normal distribution, calculation o f the 
correlation coefficient is, a priori, a likely source o f dis
tortion (positive systematic error), still not mentioning 
problems in the determination o f Spearman’s rank-corre
lation coefficient. In some extreme cases even the signs of 
the two coefficients are different. Thus no attention was 
paid to their interpretation, even if  their values were deter
mined (Horváth et al. 1992).

We were primarily interested in elements of anomalous 
distribution (Au, Hg, As and Sb) examined quantitatively. 
Their correlation is unequivocally positive, at a signifi

cance level o f 99.9999 per cent, indicating that their mobi
lization and accumulation must have taken place during 
the same geological process.

According to the Kendall coefficient and based upon a 
linearity test As and Sb seem to have been most closely 
correlated, followed by the A s-H g and then by the Sb-Hg 
pairs. Looking at the relationship between gold and the 
above-mentioned three elements (As>Hg>Sb), it becomes 
clear that although the highest gold concentrations are 
almost invariably associated with high values of As, Sb 
and Hg, anomalies o f the latter mobile elements are also 
present in media o f lower Au contents.

Designation of anomaly areas

On the map, at the east, south and west o f the top o f  the 
hill Korom-hegy, some areas can be distinguished which 
are most likely to have been indicated as Au anomaly 
zones o f stronger significance, with the accumulations of 
silver, arsenic, antimony and mercury (Figs. 3 to 8). At the 
south-eastern comer o f the field concerned, values o f Hg, 
Au and As are indicative of another anomaly area, which 
has also been confirmed by geophysical measurements 
(Komora, Oral’ 1992). (For the sake o f clarity, some 
solitary “patches” plotted on the basis o f a single sampling 
to each, have been left out. Values o f gold and silver, how
ever, are marked without exception).
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Fig. 4. Anomalies and cumulative frequency curves of Ag 

4. ábra. Az Ag anomáliái és kumulatív gyakorisági görbéje
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Fig. 6. Anomalies and cumulative frequency curves of Sb 

6. ábra. Az Sb anomáliái és kumulatív gyakorisági görbéje
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Au RS As msb ¡Hi Ag
>29 mg/t >292 g/t >41 g/t >1.6 g/t >1.08 g/t

Fig. 8. Generalized anomaly map showing the central part of the survey area

8. ábra. Összevont anomáliatérkép a felvételi terület központi részéről

In spite o f the dissimilar shape o f their contours, anom
alies o f all the five elements are elongated in a NW -SE 
striking line, which is clearly outlined. This is independent 
of the mode o f contour plotting, the variations in element 
mobility and downward motions of the medium sampled. 
The strike makes it quite clear that the primary dispersion 
haloes, representing the source o f the elements, have been 
pre-determined by tectonics. Their direction characteristi
cally deviates from that o f the average o f the NNE-SSW  
striking dyke-quartzites o f Korom-hegy, but coincides 
with the NNW -SSE strike o f the quartzitic-siliceous- 
limonitic polymict breccias discovered in the area after the 
close o f our investigations (a verbal communication from 
T. Z elenka).

The coincidence o f the anomalies o f gold and its asso
ciated elements was examined in three anomaly areas. The 
strength of the connections is nearly identical with that o f 
the correlations established for the entire area. We can see 
the markedly related movement o f A g-Sb from the results 
—  a geochemical commonplace. After Ag-Sb, the con
nections between Au-A g and Sb-Hg are the most marked.

Figs. 3 to 8 show that anomalies o f all the five ele
ments appear only in the eastern part o f the area, with 
some overlap. On the other hand, the high values of 
A s-Sb-H g stretch northwestwards beyond the A u-Ag 
anomalies, towards the somewhat higher elevations o f the 
land surface. In the southern zone, the A u-Ag association 
is slightly separated in space from As-Sb. The detachment 
o f Au-Ag from A s-Sb-H g is also marked in the western

area. In the western zone there are fewer extreme values of 
A s-Sb-H g than in the east.

The above mentioned facts undoubtedly reflect fea
tures o f the primary distribution indicating the level at 
which the primary dispersion halo became exposed by 
erosion. Temperature conditions of the metalliferous solu
tions (passing from higher to lower temperatures) are 
shown by the parallel spatial appearance o f Au-Ag— Sb- 
Hg— Hg concentrations. Around Korom-hegy, base metal 
anomalies characteristic o f the root zone o f such ores are 
absent. They are thought to have been situated in deeper 
horizons.

Averages of the highly anomalous values demonstrate 
the contrasts o f the three anomaly groups (Table 2).

Au anomalies are mainly present south of the hilltop of 
Korom-hegy, as attached principally to less steep-sided 
land surface forms, indicating that the primary dispersion 
halo i.e. their provenance site may have been made, at 
least partly, o f un-silicified rocks.

Table 2 — 2. táblázat
Averages of the highly anomalous values according to 

anomaly groups
Az erősen anomális értékek átlagai anomália-csoportonként

Anomaly group: Eastern Southern Western
Anomália csoport: K-i D-l Ny-i
Au (ppb) 77 60 114
Ag (ppm) 3.0 ■2.4 3.1
As (ppm) 704 451 534
Sb (ppm) 112 70 47
Hg (ppm) 3.6 1.1 2.0



The anomalies o f Korom-hegy are believed to be prod
ucts of two, non-simultaneous geological events. The 
older event was the emergence o f thermal water activity 
related to acid vulcanism, before the intrusion o f andesite 
took place during the younger event.

In the Zlatá Baña area, Slovakia (Divinec et al. 1988) 
and in the vicinity o f Berehove (Zakarpatya, western 
Ukraine), Au and Hg deposits are related to subvolcanic 
andesites and diorites. The rocks o f a small andesite body 
and those of the other andesitic occurrences in the region 
(Pajna-domb, Vilyvitány) are fresh i.e. not altered by 
hydrothermal process.

In the past 10-15 years, precious metal mineralisations 
o f hydro thermal origin were intensively explored. At pres
ent, they are mined in a number of places including Japan 
(Eiji, Masahiro 1991), Papua New Guinea (Sillitoe et al. 
1984), California (Hollister et al. 1992) and New 
Zealand (Hedenquist, Henly 1985).

According to B. R. B erger (1985) a characteristic ver
tical zonality comes into existence near thermal springs. 
At the top (surface) there are sedimentary deposits with 
erratically distributed Ag, As, Au, Hg and Sb enrichments. 
Downward it follows a thick, silicified horizon with brec- 
ciated portion at the base. The latter is underlain by fis
sured and veined rock (stockwerk). From the fissured zone 
up to the ground surface, in the entire series there are brec
cias produced by hydro-explosion. Workable ore minerals 
may be present in the cemented breccias (in the breccias of 
hydro-explosion and in the lower portion o f the siliceous 
zone), and in stockwerk. Characteristic minerals and ele
ment associations o f the precious ore mineralisation vary 
with the change o f rock zones. At the top, silicification and 
an enrichment o f As, Au, Ag, Hg and Sb are common, and 
rarely, native sulphur may also occur. In the siliceous and 
stockwerk-type zones Au, Ag, As, Sb and T1 are enriched. 
Diagenesis produced kaolinite, alunite, silica and jarosite. 
Segregations o f silica and C u-Pb-Z n-A u-A g sulphides 
appear in the root zone.

The hydrothermal origin o f the Korom-hegy anomalies 
is verified by the conclusions o f geological mapping and 
mining exploration. Quartzites uncovered by erosion 
action, formed in a thickness of 1 to 1.5 m, range across 
the eastern slopes o f Korom-hegy, striking NNE-SSW. 
Siliceous sinter deposited by hot springs is missing here

owing to erosion. The sequence is as follows: siliceous 
rhyolite tuff-quartzite (and lake sediments)-“precious” 
clay (sand, gravel)-siliceous rhyolite tuff (tuffaceous rock, 
quartzite) indicating a varied intensity in the welling up of 
hot spring. The layout and extent o f the Korom-hegy 
anomalies is governed mainly by element contents o f the 
source rock, and to a minor extent by the hypergenetic 
mobility (solubility) o f the different elements, as observ
able on the mono-elemental distribution maps (Figs. 3 to 
7). Au anomalies are derivable mainly from soft rocks eas
ily affected by weathering, which are liable to decomposi
tion resulting in soil formation. Gold is liberated from 
these in the course o f weathering, and accumulates in the 
soil. Siliceous rocks are transported a long way before 
braking down, thus little of their gold content appears in 
the soil. Au anomalies surround the siliceous cap of the 
hilltop. Their source is in the rocks (clay, tuff, tuffite, 
kaolin) o f the so-called deposit horizon with Au contents 
o f 2 to 200 g/t. Major anomaly zones are 200-500 m long, 
50-130 m wide, and they strike NNW -SSE. Dispersion 
“tongues” formed by slope movements o f  the soil are 
rarer, even in the zone of steep hillside slopes. In the east
ern anomaly area situated east and west of the mine all o f 
the elements are anomalous in concentration, which can 
probably be attributed to mineralisation formed along a 
rock dyke or fault.

Ore-forming processes have to be supplemented by 
geochemical traps to give rise to deposits o f economic 
value, otherwise only zones of disseminated mineralisa
tion develop. The rock sequence o f Korom-hegy, made of 
alternating permeable and impervious beds, may have 
contain a mineral deposit. Only a detailed ore-geological 
surveying could answer this question.
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T á r g y s z a v a k :  geokémiai módszer, talaj, arany, Tokaji-hegység, Magyarország, érctelep, ásványképződés, hidrotermális 
folyamat

ETO: 550.4(234.373.3/.5Tokaj) 553.41 l(234.373.3/.5Tokaj)

A Füzérkajata, Füzérradvány, Vilyvitány és a szlovák határ közötti 13 km2 területen a szlovák-magyar földtani együttműködés 
keretében részletező, talajmintázású geokémiai felvétel készült. A talaj B szintjéből 200 m x 40 m-es hálóban, összesen 1382 mintát 
gyűjtöttünk. Az elemzések OES, AAS és ICP módszerrel készültek. A kumulatív gyakorisági görbék alapján meghatározott anomális 
értékek segítségével három komolyabb Au-anomáliaterületet körvonalaztunk, amelyeket erős ezüst-, arzén- antimon- és higanydú- 
sulások kísérnek. Az anomáliák forrásaként szolgáló elsődleges szóródási udvarok szerkezetileg meghatározottak. Irányuk karakter
isztikusan eltér a Korom-hegyi telérkvarcitok átlagos csapásától, a kvarcitos kovás limonitos polimikt breccsák EENy-DDK-i 
csapásirányának felel meg. Az anomáliaterületek elemkoncentrációi jellegzetes különbségeket mutatnak, amelyek a primer eloszlási 
kép sajátosságait tükrözik, s jelzik a különböző eróziós feltártsági szinteket. A terület felszínközeli aranyércperspektívája megerősítést 
nyert, s bár az ércesedés minőségét, méretét, mélységbeli kiterjedését nem ismerjük, az eredmények alapján kijelölhetők a perspek- 
tivitást véglegesen tisztázó további ércföldtani kutatások.


